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ABSTRACT 
The eye blinking is a natural protection system which defends the eye from environmental exposure. The spontaneous eye blink 
is considered to be a suitable indicator for fatigue diagnostics during many, different tasks of human being activity.  Here we 
consider eye blink as an evidence of liveness to exclude using some fakes, mainly 2D photographs, to spoof [1] face recognition 
systems. Different techniques have been developed in this field. Some of the techniques are: Eye blink detection from video with 
dynamic ROI fixation[10], Gray scale [15] intensity based algorithm, cascaded Ad-boost and HMM. The results demonstrate 
that the measurement of an eye blink parameter provides reliable information for detection of liveness of a person [11]. Here 
we present a case study on the existing techniques of eye blink based liveness detection. 
Keywords:  Eye tracking, eye blink detection, liveness detection.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Liveness is a major attribute in individuals’ feature space but has very low specificity by itself: it is dichotomy of the 
feature space into live and non-living. Since intruders will introduce a large number of spoofed biometrics into system, 
liveness detection will enhance performance of a multi modal biometric system like spoof attack[2]. Liveness detection 
reads claimant’s physiological signs of life. A biometric system can be either an 'identification' system or ‘verification’ 
authentication system. one to many: Biometrics can be used to determine a person's identity even without his 
knowledge or consent. For example, scanning a crowd with a camera and using face recognition technology, one can 
determine matches against a known database. [3] one to one: Biometrics can also be used to verify a person's identity. 
For example, one can grant physical access to a secure area in a building by using finger scans or can grant access to a 
bank account at an ATM by using retinal scan. Behavioral Biometric Characteristics are biometric characteristics that 
are acquired over time by an individual, and are at least partly based on acquired behavior. Behavioral characteristics 
tend to dominate in such biometric systems as signature recognition and keystroke dynamics. [4] 
To Biological characteristics tend to dominate in such biometric systems as fingerprint identification and hand 
geometry. However, if a person chooses to scar their fingerprints with acid, or if a person loses a finger, this obviously 
alters what started as a purely biological biometric characteristic. Biometrics can be sorted into two classes:  
1. Physical: fingerprint, face 
2. Behavioral: handwriting, voice etc 
Finger skin is made of friction ridges, with pores (sweat glands). Friction ridges are created during frontal live and only 
the general shape is genetically defined. Friction ridges remain the same all life long, only growing finger up to adult 
size. They reconstruct the same if not too severe injury. 

 

Fig.1: Finger print 

A face recognition system is a computer application for automatically identifying over a person from a digital image or 
a video frame from a video source. One of the ways to do this is by comparing selected face features from the image and 
a face database. It is typically used in security systems and can be compared to other biometrics such as fingerprint or 
eye iris recognition systems 
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Fig.2: Face recognition 

The iris is the colored portion of an individual’s eye. To obtain a good image of the iris, identification systems typically 
illuminate the iris with near infrared light [15], which can be observed by most cameras yet is not detectable by, nor 
can it cause injury to, humans. Iris recognition simply takes an illuminated picture of the iris without causing any 
discomfort to the individual. 

 
Fig3: Iris Recognition 

 
2. LITARATURE SURVEY  

Many applications for face recognition have been envisaged. Commercial applications have so far only scratched the 
surface of the potential. Installations are so far are limited in their ability to handle pose, age, & lighting variations, but 
as technologies to handle this effects are developed, huge opportunities for deployment exist in many domains. 
1. Access Controls: Face verification, matching a face against a single enrolled example, is well within the capabilities 
of current personal computer hardware. Since PC cameras have become widespread, their use for face based Pc logon 
has become feasible, though take -up seams to be very limited. Increased ease of use over password protection is hard to 
argue with today’s somewhat unreliable & unpredictable systems, & for few domains is their motivation to progress 
beyond the combinations of password & physical security that protect most enterprise computers. 
2. Identification Systems: This is an identification task where any new applicant being enrolled must be compared 
against the entire database of previously enrolled claimants, to ensure that they are not claiming under more than one 
identity. Unfortunately face recognition is not currently able to reliably identify one person among the millions enrolled 
in a single state database., so demographics are used to narrow the search. Here a more accurate system such as 
fingerprint or iris based person recognition is more technologically appropriate, but face recognition is choosen because 
it is more acceptable & less intrusive. 
3. Surveillance: The application domain where most interest in face recognition is being shown is probably 
surveillance. Video is the medium of choice for surveillance because of the richness & type of information that it 
contains naturally, for application that require identification, face recognition is the best biometric for video data. 

3. CHALLENGES 
The FRGC is structured around two challenge problems, version 1 (ver1) and version 2 (ver2). Ver1 is designed to 
introduce participants to the FRGC challenge problem format and its supporting infrastructure. Ver2 is designed to 
challenge researchers to meet the FRGC performance goal [5] Pose: Face recognition technology compared to most of 
its alternatives is well suited to security applications in real world conditions as a result of being non-intrusive and 
operable at a distance. Although impressive performance has been reported in controlled conditions, many problems 
arising in realistic situations still remain unsolved. One of the most challenging problems in realistic scenarios is the 
change of facial image pose. 
Illumination: Varying illumination is one of the most difficult problems and has received much attention in recent 
years. It is know that image variation due to lighting changes is larger than that due to different personal identity. 
Because lighting direction changes alter the relative gray scale distribution of face image, the traditional histogram 
equalization method used in image processing 
Ageing: The appearance of a human face is affected considerably by aging . Facial aging effects are mainly attributed 
to bone movement and growth and skin related deformations associated with the introduction of wrinkles and reduction 
of muscle strength.  
Disguise: For the actors, the two categories of relationship between presentation and test pictures were identical and 
disguised. The former requires no explanation; the latter involved various kinds of alterations in appearance: changed 
hair style, addition (or removal) of beard and/or moustache, addition (or removal) of glasses. 
Liveness: Liveness is a major attribute in individuals’ feature space but has very low specificity by itself: it is 
dichotomy of the feature space into live and non-living [6]. Liveness detection reads claimant’s physiological signs of 
life [7]. 
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Fusion: Image fusion produces a single image by combining information from a set of source images together, using 
data/ pixel, feature or decision level techniques. The fused image contains greater information content for the scene 
than any one of the individual image sources alone.  

4. EYE-BLINK FOR LIVENESS DETECTION 
Eye blink is a physiological activity of rapid closing and opening of the eyelid, which is an essential function of the eye 
that helps to spread tears across and remove irritants from the surface of the cornea and conjunctiva. Although blink 
speed can vary with elements such as fatigue, emotional stress, behavior category, amount of sleep, eye injury, 
medication, and disease, researchers report that [13, 14], the spontaneous resting blink rate of a human being is nearly 
from 15 to 30 eye blinks per minute. That is, a person blinks approximately once every 2 to 4 seconds, and the average 
blink lasts about 250 milliseconds. The current generic camera can easily capture the face video with not less than 15 
fps (frames per second), i.e. the frame interval is not more than 70 milliseconds. Thus, it is easy for the generic camera 
to capture two or more frames for each blink when the face looks into the camera. It is feasible to adopt eye blink as a 
clue for anti-spoofing [8]. 
Most of the current face recognition systems are based on intensity images and equipped with a generic camera. An 
anti-spoofing method without additional device will be preferable, since it could be easily integrated into the existing 
face recognition approach and system. In this section, a blinking-based liveness detection approach is introduced for 
prevention of photograph-spoofing. Eye blink sequences often have a complex underlying structure. We formulate blink 
detection as inference in an undirected conditional graphical framework, and are able to learn a compact and efficient 
observation and transition potentials from data. For purpose of quick and accurate recognition of the blink behavior, 
eye closity, an easily-computed discriminative measure derived from the adaptive boosting algorithm, is developed, and 
then smoothly embedded into the conditional model. 

5. EYE BLINK DETECTION TECHNIQUES 
There are different methods or techniques have been developed to detect the blinking of the eye. Here we summarize 
some of the eye blink detection techniques. 

5.1 Monocular camera-based face liveness detection by combining eye blink and scene context  

This technique presents a face liveness detection system against spoofing with photographs, videos, and 3D models of a 
valid user in a face recognition system. In our system, the eye blink detection is formulated as an inference problem of 
an undirected conditional graphical framework which models contextual dependencies in blink image sequences. The 
scene context clue is found by comparing the difference of regions of interest between the reference scene image and 
the input one, which is based on the similarity computed by local binary pattern descriptors on a series of friducial 
points extracted in scale space.  

 
 

Fig4: Eye blinking 

Eye blink detection 
The eye blink activity are represented by an image sequence S consisting of T images, where S = {Ii, i = 1, . . . , T}. 
The typical eye states are opening and closing 
Suppose that S is a random variable over observation sequences to be labeled and Y is a random variable over the 
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corresponding label sequences to be predicted. All of components yi of Y are assumed to range over a finite label set Q. 
Using the Hammersley and Clifford theorem , the joint distribution over the label sequence Y given the observation S 
can be written as the following form: 

 
where Zθ (S) is a normalized factor summing over all state sequences and an exponentially large number of terms, 

 
The potential function _θ (yt, yt−1, S) is the sum of CRF features at time t : 

 
with parameters θ = {λ1, . . . , λA;µ1, . . . , µB}, to be estimated from training data. 

 
The within-label feature functions fj are as: 

 

 
 

The between-observation-label feature functions gj are as: 
 

 
Where l ∈ Q, w ∈ [−W, W], and U (I ) is eye closity, eye closity, U(I ), measuring the degree of eye’s closeness. 

 

 
where, βi = _i/(1 −_i ) (7) and hi(I ) : RDim(I ) → {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , M is a set of binary weak classifiers 

 
Fig.5: Blink ratio 

 
Illustration of the closity for a blinking activity sequence. The closity value of each frame is below the corresponding 
frame. Bigger the value, higher the degree of closeness. 
Database: Two databases are built: photo-imposter video database and live face video database. The first one is mainly 
for evaluation of capability of anti-spoofing of photographs; the second one is used to simulate video imposters of input. 
Each video clip is captured with 30 fps and the size is 320×240 pixels. 

. 
Fig: 6:  Samples from the live face video database. 
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The top row is four scene reference images, two are indoor scenes and the other two are outdoor scenes. The bottom 
row is live faces in video 

 
Fig.7: Samples from the photo-imposter video database. 

 
5.2 Liveness Detection for Face Recognition 
This is method which is similar to the method discussed previous. This is only the modification of the parameter 
estimation of the eye blink which is given as: 
Parameter estimation of  θ = { λ1 ,..., λ A ; µ1 ,..., µ B } is typically performed by penalized maximum likelihood. 
Given a labeled training set {Y(i), S(i)}i=1,…,N, the conditional log likelihood is appropriate: 

 
For the function Lθ, every local optimum is also a global optimum because the function is convex. The normalization 
factor Zθ(S) can be computed by the idea forward-backward. 
Database 

   
 

 
Fig.8: Samples compare for blinking database. 

The first row is for no glasses, the second row is with black frame glasses 
Table1: Comparison with the cascaded Adaboost and HMM. 

 
5.3 Liveness Detection on an Image Processing of Eye Blinking to Monitor Awakening Levels of Beings 
This paper presents way to design and examine a system to monitor awakening levels of human beings [9]using the 
image processing technique to recognize eye blinking. This problem was divided into two sub-problems; to obtain 
images by decreasing noises and simplify the images, and to detect whether eyes were closed or opened. 
The algorithm presented to detect eye blinking here: 

(1) The outline of eye was determined. 
(2) The left most and right most positions of the eye were detected by scanning vertical lines from left and right 

directions. 
(3) The detected positions were matched to the positions of standard opened eye  
(4) The difference between the position at the top of eye outline and that of standard opened eye was calculated. 
(5) Eye blinking was detected by the values of difference calculated in (4). 
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Fig.9: An example of change of numbers of different pixels 

5.4 Blink Detection and Eye Tracking for Eye Localization[11] 
A method of using frame differencing coupled with optical flow computation for eye blink detection is proposed. Frame 
differencing allows quick determination of possible motion regions. If they are detected, optical flow is computed 
within these regions. 

Algorithm USED: Blink Detection 
(i) Obtain locations of possible motion using frame differencing. 
(ii)   Suitably threshold the motion regions and obtain blobs using morphological operations and connected 

components. 
(iii)  Remove unsuitable blobs  
(iv)  If no possible candidate blob are found, repeat (i) to (iii) on subsequent frames until at least 2 suitable blobs are 

found, and mark their positions. 
 (v)  Compute optical flow field in the blob regions. 
(vi)  Ascertain dominant direction of motion in the blobs. If the dominant motion is downwards in a pair of blobs, 

their positions are noted. These would represent eye closure during a blink. If the motion is not downwards then steps 
(i) to (vi) are repeated. 

(vii)  Repeat steps (i) to (iii). 
(viii) Discard blobs that are not situated near the location of the blobs found with downward motion. 
(ix) Compute optical flow to ascertain if the dominant motion is upwards if there are at least 2 blobs remaining, 

Otherwise repeat from step (vii) on a new frame. 
(x)   If the dominant motion is upwards, then classify the frames beginning from the frame where downward motion 

was detected to the frame where upward motion was detected as blink frames. If after the downward motion, no upward 
motion is detected within the next 3 frames, no blink is deemed to have occurred. 

(xi) The bounding boxes of the blobs where blink is deemed to have occurred are taken as eye locations. 
 

The algorithm proposed here reduces computational costs by first performing frame differencing to localize motion 
regions. However, the detected regions may arise due various causes such as eye blinks, eyeball motion, head motion 
and possibly background motion. 

6. RESULTS 

 

 
Fig.10: Results of frame differencing (a) and optical flow computation (b). Motion regions obtained by frame 

differencing are bounded by black boxes. In (c) majority of the optical flow vectors from the first 2 frames of a blink, 
are pointing downwards. In (d) majority of flow vectors are pointing upwards in the frames where the eye first reopens. 
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Fig.11: Tracking of the eyes. (a) Eye region initialized using blink detection. (b).Tracked eye regions to a moment just 

before the next blink. 

7. CONCLUSION 
Spoofing is a real concern with regard to the security of biometric system. More and more successful spoofing attempts 
are being published and even though the sophistication of these attacks is on the rise, spoofing is still in its infancy. 
Both industry and academia are focusing their efforts to make biometric devices more robust but every countermeasure 
can eventually be circumvented. Thus research and development efforts must be ongoing. 
This paper investigates eye blinks as liveness detection against photo spoofing in face recognition. The advantages of 
eye blink-based method are non-intrusion, no extra hardware requirement, and prominence of activity. To recognize the 
eye blink behavior, we model the dependencies among the observations and states in an undirected conditional 
graphical framework, embedded a new-defined discriminative measure of eye state in order to hasten inference as well 
as convey the most effective discriminative information. The proposed eye blink detection approach, in nature, can be 
applied to a wide range of applications such as fatigue monitoring, psychological experiments, medical testing, and 
interactive gaming. 

8. FUTURE WORK 
There are numerous ways or techniques for detection of eye blink detection. Our future work will be, to track the eye 
from an image by using template normalization of both the eyes. After tracking the eye, distance of upper & lower most 
pixels of the eye portion will be determined. This will be used as the parameter for blink detection. The overall work 
will be used for detect the blinking condition of eye which will useful to detect the liveness of the person. 
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